Developmental Programs

Mission Shakti, Koraput
The Members of Saraswati SHG is an example of Women’s empowerment in Sunabeda, Koraput. The group was formed in 2007 with 380 members from 29 WSHGs. It is now a successful federation. Members are engaged in various activities like tailoring, making soft toys, milk supply to OMFED, Ambulance
services, concrete mixing, Mushroom cultivation, Candle Making & Phenyl preparation. The federation has an annual turnover of Rs. 5, 16,000 with a profit of Rs.1, 80,000. They have formed the Saraswati relief fund from their profits to help any member in distress.

MAA THAKURANI, GIRLA, KOTPAD
(TERACOTA WORKS)

SAT KABIR SHG, KOTPAD
(MIRGAN SAREES AND SALS)

(MEETING BY SHGs)
(AWARNESS MEETING WITH THE VILLAGERS)